**Hollywood** offers a multitude of options. You can buy pre-printed all-in-charts in your local art supply stores, print in landscape or portrait mode, and print in black and white or color, with options such as import filter, export PDFs, and use as an output to a printer. In fact, Hollywood can import and export to any 2D file format, including PDF, XPS, and SVG. Additionally, Hollywood can save files in standard or custom file formats.

**ERROR HANDLING:**
Hollywood supports only a single level of error handling, which is limited to a simple error message. The reference manual is available in PDF format, which can be printed or viewed online.

**DOCUMENTATION:**
To get the most out of the software, you need to read the documentation carefully. The documentation includes a user manual, a help file, and a comprehensive guide to the software's features.

**EASE OF USE:**
Hollywood is easy to use, with a simple interface and easy-to-follow instructions. The software is compatible with a wide range of operating systems, including Windows, Mac OS, and Linux.

**PERFORMANCE:**
Hollywood is a powerful image processing tool that can handle a wide range of image types, including photographic images, vector graphics, and multimedia files. The software is available for Windows, Mac OS, and Linux.

**VALUE:**
Hollywood is a cost-effective solution for image processing, with a wide range of features and tools. The software is available for Windows, Mac OS, and Linux.

**CONCLUSION:**
Hollywood is a powerful and versatile image processing tool that offers a wide range of features and tools. It is easy to use and compatible with a wide range of operating systems. The software is available for Windows, Mac OS, and Linux.
that its spelling checker will check a user-entered correction before accepting it and offers additional suggestions if it is not found in the dictionary. The JustWrite spellchecker is less effective than Professional Write Plus because it has no preliminary definitions, only synonyms and parts of speech. Unlike Professional Write Plus, JustWrite users may not use an external grammar checker. We rate proofing tools very good.

At present: The mail merge function for handling form letters works easily. However, it can be thrown off by a bad record with an incorrect number of fields. JustWrite will pick field names from a list and automatically handle fields produced by dBase III/IV and Q&A 3.0 (Q&A 4.0 and Paradox will be added to this list). With dBase and Q&A files you can automatically do a select and sort. However, when you use regular ASCII files or native JustWrite-prepared files, there are no conditional selections, sorting, or other options. The mail merge will recognize any empty fields and delete any blank space. JustWrite's mail merge is not as strong as Professional Write Plus. We rate mail merge satisfactory.

JustWrite's font capabilities include everything normally available in Windows products, including multiple fonts, bold, underline, italics, super and subscript, and full display of all fonts on the screen. Printer information comes from the Windows operating environment. We rate the fonts excellent.

Graphics. JustWrite uses fonts for graphics. Frames can be any size, but their content will be cropped to the frame page boundaries, thus frame contents cannot extend over more than one page or across more than one column. Graphic elements, imported from a wide range of file formats, can be cropped, sized, and moved to a new frame, and saved at the current frame level. They can be rotated or edited, but once you mix text and graphics in the same frame, you can't move text frames up to higher levels, and they must have a text frame inside a graphic frame. Graphic elements can be used in Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) to graphs. Unlike Professional Write Plus, JustWrite is slower in almost every category we tested except cut and paste and regular document to original document. In addition, JustWrite has very slow screen response. When typing,you can only type ahead of the screen display and the updating of the screen appears hazy. We rate speed satisfactory.

Documentation: JustWrite has two manuals. This one includes an introduction and tutorial and the other that serves as a reference. There is also a quick-reference card. The manuals are well done, clear, with reasonable examples and illustrations. Some material that appears in the manuals is not included in the documentation that appears in the reference manual. The documentation does not explain how to enter foreign language characters into a document. Some information is not clear. On-line documentation follows standard Windows conventions and many dialog boxes have an in-context link to the help system. We rate documentation very good.

EASE OF LEARNING: Most Windows products are easy to learn, and JustWrite is no exception. For users switching from other word processors, JustWrite may be a little intimidating at first. However, with practice it becomes easy to use. It is not difficult to learn and use JustWrite.

EASE OF USE: The absence of macros and the inability to change any characteristic of the keyboard inhibit customizing this product. Professional Write Plus, on the other hand, does offer some customization features. Multiple window modes and ways of entering information into forms can enhance ease of use. On balance, we rate ease of use very good.

ERROR HANDLING. JustWrite includes limited backup, automatic backup, and warning for save failures. You can retrieve a file by using a read-only copy. Other errors are corrected automatically. The program looks for a file in this or the same directory opened by the same user, but will prompt you for a new name if the file is a recent backup file. We rate error handling satisfactory.

Support: Symantec offers a 60-day money-back guarantee for any reason. In addition, Symantec offers unlimited free technical support to registered users of JustWrite. Support hours are Monday through Friday from 9 am to 5 pm Pacific time. Symantec also offers fax and BBS support. Support options are very comprehensive. Support is very good.

Technical support: Our calls to the technical support staff produced a quick response with no wait time. In general, the technical support is equivalent to the technical support available from the OEM. With just two weeks, we rate technical support satisfactory.

VALUE: JustWrite, at $199, is a strong product largely because of its outlining system and table editor. The spelling checker is also quite sophisticated. Professional Write Plus, at $349, does offer a grammar checker, in addition to a better spellchecker. JustWrite's features and capabilities make it a powerful word processor.

Dr. John Lombardi is president of a major university and author of five books. He has been working with computers since 1967.
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